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A: researcher may want to address the question, 'Is the change in T, to

different than the difference in Ytt and Y8 or Y8 and (or a mean of these two

differences)?

IS the lOng term effect ( different than the corresponding

control differences (Y§ =

YI
YS)?

Thete questions become more difficult to addresS in the presence of a

Are the implementation changes the same (is



repeated measures design with large N. The addressing of these questions

in a regression format is made somewhat easier using the suggestion regarding

coding of Pedhazur (1977), Wil/frao5 1977), and more recently, by Fraas and

McDNIgall (1983).

Subjects and Setting

The subjects involved in. this study included three groups of employees

at Grafton State School, a state institution for the developmentally disabled.

Grafton State School iF a unitized facility; that is, living units are

organized according to the level of resident functioning. Seven of the

units are progressively formed. in that residents iiithin a unit display a

similar level Of functioning; An eighth unit is a behavior management

unit that exists to help aleviate short term behavioral problems of resi-

dents from the other units. Typically; a resident would spend considerably

less time in the behavior management unit than in the other units;

A new complex was built that houses .192 residents (the total institu-

tion population has in recent years approximated 800), The first scheduled

use of the new complex was December, 1982 at which time one unit-Unit VIII-

the behavior management unit moved into its half of the complex. A second

unit-Unit I -the lowest level of functioning unit moved into the other half

of the complex upon its completion in March, 1983.

The new complex could be described as highly superior living units to

those occupied previously by the residents. Not coincidentally, the new

units would also provide markedly improved working conditions fak= the

affected employees.

The three groups of employees involved in this study included Experimental

Group One (N . 37); Experimental Group Ywo (N . 56); and the control group
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E"+ = 92). The number of employees just referenced indicates the number

who completed all three attitude scales. All employees of the designated

units ware asked to participate; a few employees declined. While many of

the members of the professional staff of each unit would have received

college or university degrees, over 85 percent of the employees were

direct care personnel and typically were high school graduates without

further education.

Statement of the Problem

The present study attempted to look at relocation effects-more

specifically to determine if there was a change in job attitude among

employees after the move to the new, superior facilities.

Attitude Scale Construction,and-Testina

k small core of professional and direct care persoonel were involved

in the scale construction, directed by the present second author. Items

were written to measure relevant job celated activities including actual

work activities; relationships with other personnel both inside and out-

side the unit, work with residents and issues related to pay; ;Wo scales

were constructed; each with 24 items. The first scale used a format with

complete stems, while the second, measuring the same universe of items,

used a Likert format. For example; two items from both scales are

presented. The following item is from the scale with complete stems;

11. Do you think your ward is a good place for residents to live?

A. The ward is much better than most.

B. The ward is somewhat better than most.

E. The ward is about the same as most.

D. The ward is not quite as good as most.

E. The ward is much worse than most.



The corresponding item from the likert type scale is as follows:

11. I think the ward I work on is better than most other places for

residents to live.

2

Where 1 = I agree completely

2 = I agree Mostly

3 = 1 agree and disagree about equally

4 = I disagree

5 = I disagree completely

For present purposes; only the first scale is considered, the results from

the two scales are quite similar (see Williams and Williams, 1983). A

complete copy of the first scale is appended;

The first testing occurred in early December, 1982 prior to any move

to the new buildings; Shcittly after the first scale administration;

Experimental Group I (Behavior Management Unit) moved to the new facility.

A second testing occurred two 'months later; prior to the move of Experi=

mental GroJO TT (unit I) to the new facility. The third and final testing

was completed in May, 1983; after Experimental Group II had moved into the

new facility and after both Experimental Groups I and II had become Title

XIX certified (federally funded).

In regard to the scaling; items were scored so that the higher the

score, the more favorable the attitude. FOr each persoN a mean was used

rather than a sum; thus for those respondents who failed tti answer a

particular item; scores were still possible.

comp- le'tin an- Analysis of Variance with Large I

Perhaps the most novel aspect of the analysis of variance, from the



point of view of users of linear models, is the coding of the subjects

effect. With N = 185,, building 184 1 snearly independent person, vectors

would be wasteful of time and energy, and perhaps beyond the capacity

of many computer systems. Rather, the use of tNe sum of the subjects

scores is used as a single variable to serve as a proxy for the Pi - 1

hfnary coded person vectors.

Results and ,Interpretation for the Analysis of Variance

FroM Table 1, it can be seen that significance is found for time

_

Utth linear' and second degree) and the time X groups interaction; the

main effectt for groups is, non-significant. Experimental Group One

appears to have had a slight increase in job satisfaction upon moving

into the superior quarters; followed by a decrease at testing time 3.

EXperit&ital Group Two appears to have suffered a percipituous drop in

job satisfaction upon moving into superior quarters. The control group

appears to have had a drop in job satisfaction approximzely equal to

that of Experimental Group One at testing time 3. Indeedi if Experimental

Group One is compared to the control group, the intervention (moving)

Might be soon as being perhaps slightly beneficial in employee attitude.

On the otN3r hand, Experimental Group Two has outcomes that are markedly

different from the other two groups; 'Mose employees initially had the

highest jot attitude scores; but by testing time 3 these same employees

hod the leWett job attitude scores. It would appear that the effect of

moving into superior quarters on employee attitude might well be negative.

In the sense of Campbell and Stanley (1963), history yields two clues

to the outcomes described here; Because Title XIX (Public Law 92;223)

certification was sought for both units, concerns and pressures associated

with certification might well have dissipated any positive impact of the



move on employee attitudes. Initially, the unit whose employees were in

Experimental Group One failed to receive certification; This failure

occurred divectly before the second administration of the attitude instru-

ment; While certification was received shortly thereafter, this certifica-

tion was not achieved without considerable disruption after moving into the

new facilities. The employees in Eiperimental Group Two were in a SitUatior

made more tense by a "push" to receive certification upon the first intpet=

tion; The inspection occurred in April, 1983; that inspection occurred

prior to the final testing.

A second variable that affected the outcome of the study in the same

sense of history could be sought to explain the overall drop; The most

significant outcomes are in relation to time. It can be seen that all

three groups of employees show a major drop in job satisfaction at testing

time 3. See Figure 1. While it can only be conjectured, these outcomes

Might be closely related to political activity in the state legislatUre.

Perhapt it might be simpler to discuss what happened to employees' raises

in the state legislature. The governor was expected to restore 4% increases

for employees allowed by tht v'evious legislative session on January 1,

1983, with raises of 8".; each .;:eae, beginning in July; After testing time

1 (in January, 1983) the 4% tiut was withheld temporarily became with-

held permanently; Also by testing time 2, the raises had dropped to

for each year. By testing time 3 the legislature had adjOUrrNi.

There were to be no salary increatet. Thus, dissatisfaction with salary

might be one explanation for the overall drop in each of the groups;

Direct_Hyplhs_Testing

Several different ways 'using linear oodels can be incorporated into
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adaressing hypotheses of interest. For example, suppose the hypotheses

regarding "Is the change in Y1 to Y2 different than the difference fm '17.4

and Y or Y
8

and 'I
9
(or a ran of these aifferences)?° The question just

posed Iczually can be seen to be, three questions: It Yi - Y2 = Y =

is Y - Y- - Y and is f Y2 1,2(Y
1 2 8 9 I 2 4 7() 1AT

5 8 9

The first approach to be used is similar to that shown in Williams

;1980). First, the criterion is reconstructed as Y = Y** where

/'

A
where the values are the predicted values from using the equation

Y =b
0

*.bp P [1]

For the present data,

A
Y = 1/3P

Then, Y** = Y = rt. It is the Y** criterion that will allow tests

on certain (but not all) cell means. The full model can be written as

Y** = b1X1 + b2X2 + . . + b9X9 : el. (2)

where the Xi 1 if from the corresponding cell and 0 otherwise. Reparameteri-

nations that would be useful for this full model include:

Y** _boa 62X2+ . +609 + e1, [3]

and

Y** r. 1)- . 7X + b9X9 e-+ b-
1
X

1
+ b

2
X
2
+ +6

7 9 9 1

[41

In fact, nine such reparameterizations could be completed, each time leaving

out a single biXi.

If simple comparisons of cell means are of interest, the set of nine

reparameterizations would yield psuedo-Dunnett solutions (Williams, 1971)

that would allow all possible comparisons of means such as would bg accom-

plished by Tukey's test (Williams, 19/4). The resulting computed t values

would have to be adjusted by multiplying by since the df
lincorecfar"

for the MS would be 364 rather than 546 which would routinely appear



on the printout (Fraas & McDougal% 1983; Williams, 1980). However,

these values are only accurate for within subjects effects (i.e.,

comparisons among Group One at Times 1; 2 cr 3, or comparisons amo.ig

Group Two at Times 1, 2 or 3 or among the control group at Times 1.

2 or 3). For comparisons among cross group cell differences, the

situations is the same as any two way layout for multiple comparisons

(see Williams, 1980, Chapter Four). A reparameterization of equation

4 would be:

Y** = bo + b2X2 b3X3+ . . . 4be9 + e2. [ 51

Using equation S, the computed t value, .474, would be multiplied by 44 or

.8:65; t = .387.

Of course, this value could have also been found by placing appropriate

restrictions a tH model (equation 3) and solving the equation:

t= F 110)/1

(1 ; T4)/364

The appropriate restriction ;s bi b.. Then

Y* = b
2
X

1
b2X2 + b3X3+ e3

or

Y** = b2(X1 + x2) + b3X3+ e3, and

reparameterizing,

Y** = bo+b2(X1 + b3X3+ , 8X8 e30

Testing the restricted model against the full model yields:

tztt-rg--
.389 (approximately the same as the earlier value).

This comparison could also have been accomplished by:

=
Y2 Yi

sf p(.094)/

(61



To address the question:

_

4
is} - Y

2
= Y. - the restriction b1 b2 = b4 - b5 can be placed on

equation 3. First, b1 = b4 b5 + b2. Then:

= (b4 b5 + b2)X1 + b2X2 + b3X3 + b4X4 + b5 X5 + 66X6 + b7X7 + b8X8 + b9

If** = b2(X2 + X1) + b3X3 + b4(X4 + X1) + b5(X5 - X1)
b6 b7/17 b8X8

b9X9 + e4.

Then, arbitrarily choosing any bi between b2 an

reintroducing two ), yields (choosing b9 = 0)

Y** -b 4b
(X + + b3X3

Then

2 2 X1) 3 3

8X8 + e4.

Then, t =1F7=

t = 1.423,

2
R R0/1

(1 = R)/364

b (X- + X) + b (X
4 4 1 5 5

[7]

to equal zero (thereby

116043 - .15576
or

.83957/364

[2]

which should be tested using an appropriate multiple comparison procedure.

depending upon the number and type of compts,risons to be completed. In any

even!' this t value is unlikely to be convincing evidence that the change

for Group One is significantly better than Group Two at Time 2.

A similar process could be used

This test yields

.16043-_.15516

t S3q577W--- 1.

Also testing 31 = -

mitt.15443

Testing the second set of impl

is, Y3=

t

Y
2
different than the

/151143 - _.15878

. 8-3)5 136-4

512.

) +
5

1.613.

ied questions.

to test V1 = Y - Y
1 2 8 9'

Is

Yields

the long WTI effects that

9

corresponding control differences (Y-
9

- V8)? Here;

.846, indicating little long term effect.

a



Are the implementation changes the same s Y
2

Y1 Y6 = Y6) yields

fr =716043 = .13265 - 3.470.

.83957/364

This last difference would show that the implementation changes were

different for the two experimental units. Clearly, other questions

could he posed on the data as Well.

Using Side Conditions-

Another approach to the repeated measures design is to employ side

conditions. Since the group effect is nested in the subjects effect;

the full modelY=hP+bX + b1X . . . + b9X + e
1 1 1 2 9 9 5

tig]

can be turned into a full model with the group effects removed by imposing

side conditions.

The group effects hypotheses can be given as:

+ n b + n3b3 n4b4 + n,b- +
6 7 71 2 2 3 3 4 4 5

n- + n- + n-
i 5 6

A 4-

7 8
+ n,

9n + n- + n-
1 2 3

[10]

Since
r1

n2 = n3, n4 = n5 . n6, n7 = n8 = n9, equation 10 Can be rewritten as:

n
1 1

+ b
2 + b3) n

4
(b

4
+ b + b

6
n (b- + b b9)

or more simply a s b
1

+ b
2

+ b
3
.b4 +b

65
+ b- = b

7
+b8

9'
+b Any two of

several restrictions could be made. The following two could be Chosen:

b.3 = b7 b6 + b9 = b
1

b
2

and

b
6

b
7

b6 + b9 = b4 = b5.

Imposing these two restrictions (actually, side conditions) yields:

3, 3n-
w14 7

Y = bpP + b1X1 + h2X2 + (b7 + 136 + b9 bl - b2

b9 b4 = b5)X.6 + b7X7 + bgXg + e6;

or

Y = bpP + bi( X3 ) + b2(X2 - X3) + b4 (X4 -

X6) + b6(X6X3 + X6) + b9(X9 + X3 + X6) + 0i

b4X4 + b5X5 + (b7 + b6 +

[113

+ b7 (X7
3

+ X- +

£12]



Equation 12 or reparameterizations of it, using different restrictions

expressing the side conditions) then serves as a full model for testing

against restricted models; R2 = .79869,

Now, direct hypotheses can be tested by placing appropriate restrictions

simultaneously with the side conditions. For example, testinp =
1 2

4
- 15 is one using the restriction b.

1
.=-1)2 = b4 - b5 or bl = b4 - b5 + b2,

as before.

Then Y = b P+(b
4

- X, b2X2 + + + b9 - b4 + b5 2b2) + b X
p

4 4

b5X5 + (b7 + b8 + b9 - b4 - b5)X6 + b7X7 + b8X8 + b9X9 + e7; [13]

Y = bpP + b2(X2 + Xi - 2X3) + b4(X4 + X, - X6 - X3) + b6(X6 X1 - X- X3) +

b7(X7 + X3 + X6) + b8(X8 + X3 + X6) + b9(X9 + X3 + X6) + e7. [14]

Note that the restrictions are made simultaneously with the side conditions

on the full model (equation 9). Were the restrictions placed on equation

12, a different hvnothesis would be tested; bt in equations

13 and 14 is different from bl in equation 12. Placing the restriction bl

b4 - b5 on equation 12 tests the hypothesis 2(Y2 - = YS - IT3 clearly a

very different hypothesis than Y1 - V2 .

The constant term could be reintroduced by arbitrarily setting equal

to zero any one of the remaining b... Doing this yields R2 = .79757.

r" 79757
Therefore t =

7986a - 1.423, the same result given earlier
.201.31/364

for this contrast following equation 8.

This process could be repeated for any of the other hypotheses, imposing

the restriction implied by the hypothesis simultaneously with the side conditions.

Care must be taken to be sure that hypotheses tested on this model are

appropriate; such hypotheses must be some combination of within group contrasts.



Directly Using the Full Model

Had equation 9 been used directly, it can be seen that the outcome is

comparable to using the side conditions:

Y =bP+bX +b + . . .bX +e;
p 1 1 2 2 9 9 5

testing Y1 - 72 = Y4 - Y5 is done using the restriction b1 - b-
2

= b
4

b5- b- or

[9]

b
1

= b
4

b5= b- + b
2'

as before;

Then,

Y = b P + (b

+ b
9
X
9

+ e
8 '

Y = b P + b (X + b (X
p 2 2

X1)
4 4

b X + b-X- +
8 8 9 9

e8.

Reparameterizing by choosing b9 = 0,

Y = b0 + b-P + b (X + X ) + b + b (X
0 2 2 1 3 3 4 4

+ b
5
X
5 + b6X6

6
+ b

7
X
7

+ b7X7

+ b8X8 e8.+ e [15]

Note the similarity between equation 15 and equation 9.

Equation 9 yields R2 = .79869; equation 15 yields R2 .79757. Therefore,

t = = /20131/36479869 '79767 1.423, identically the same result as found
.

using side conditions.

It can be seen that several different approaches can be used to test

hypotheses in a repeated measures designs. The use of the criterion Y**

where Y** = Y - Y* when Y* = 1/3P, as was shown in Williams (1980) allows

an appropriate testing procedure. The use of side conditions (which uses

a model removing the nesting effect) or a model containing the group membership

variables and the person=score vector yield identical results. Perhaps the

latter approach would be conceptually easier to understand. The direct use

of equation 9 can be completed despite the nesting of the group effects. Had

person vectors been included rather than the summed P variable, the nesting

13



problem becomes more apparent. In any event. the relationship of these

three solutions should be noted.



Table 1

Analytis of Variance for the Stem Attitude_Scale

With Three Groups of Employees (N = 185)

Source of Variation df SS MS F

Among Subjects 184 128.84

Groups 2 .64 .32 .46

error (a) 182 128.20 .7Q

Within Subjects 370 40.63

Time 2 5.23 2.62 29.11c

Linear 1 4.83 4.83 53.67c

Second 1 .40 .40 4.44a

Time X Groups 4 1.29 .32 3.56b

error (w) 364 34.11 .09

554 169.47

a, p <.05
b, p <.01
c, p <.001

Table 2

Table of Means for the Stem Attitude Scale

with Three Groups of Employees (N=185)

Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 Total

Group One (N=37) 2.68 2.71 2.54 2.64

Group Two (N.56) 2.90 2.79 2;50 2.73

Control (N.92) 2.80 2.73 2;53 2.75

Total (N=185) 2.80 2.75 2;57 2.71

15



T IME 1 TIME 2

FIGURE MEANS FOR THE STEM ATTITUDE

SCALE WITH THREE GROUPS OF EMPLOYEES

TIME 3
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JOB ATT:TUDE QUESTIWNAIRE

Please choose the letter that best represents your answer to the question
asked and put it in the blank provided next to the question number.

1. How do you like the work that you do?

A. It's the kind of work that I like best;
B. It is cicse to the type of work I like to do;
C. I like it; but there. are other kinds of work I like jest as mueh;
D. It's all right; but there are other kinds of work I like better.
E. I don't like it very much; Y would prefer some other kind of work.

2. What do you think about the Unit yoo work in as a place to work?

A. The best possible place to work.
B. Good place to work.
C. About average.
D. Somewhat below average.
E. Among the poorest places to work.

3. What do you think about your ward as a place to work?

A. The best possible place to work.
B. Good place to work.
C. About average.
D. Somewhat below average.
E. Among the poorest places to work.

4. When Ircones_to accomp/ishing restats. how do you chink your Unit would compare
with other units ac the School?

A. Much better than most.
B. Somewhat better than. most.
C. About the same as most.
D. Not quite as good as most.
E. Much worse than most

5. All in all; how do you feel about your awn pay?

A. Very satisfied.
B. Satisfied;
C. Fairly satisfied;
D. Rather dissatisfied;
E. Very disserisfied.

6. t: you_nad a chance to do the same kind of work; for the same salary; in another
unit of the School; what would you rather do?

A. Definitely want to -stay where I am.
3. Rochersta7 wht.rc I am.
C. It wouldn't mazter to me.
D. Rather move than stay.

E. Want very such to move to another section.



xtritLiic 8uostionnaire

7; How would you describe the morale of employees in positions similar to yours
in your enitl

A. Most employees have high morale;
B. More employees have high morale than have low morale.

C. Employees who have high Morale wid employees that have low morale are

about the same 'in number;

D. More employees have low morale than have high morale;

E. Most employees haze low morale.

Do you feel you are working as part of a team?

A. I almost always feel I am part of a team.

B. I usually feel I am part of a team.
C. I feel I am part of a team abour half of the time.
D. I rarely feel I am part of a team.

E. I almost never ftel I am part of a team.

9; In your opinion. what do you think your effect is on the behavior of roAidonts

on your ward?

A. Strong. positive effect.
B. Most often the effect i5 positive.
C. There is little or no effect.

D. The effect tends to be somewhat negative.

E. Strong. negative effect.

10. That one word sums up your opinion of your job?

A. Challenging.
B. Satisfying.
C. Acceptable.
D. Frustrating.
E. Boring.

11. Do you think your ward is a good place for residents to live?

A. The ward is much better than most.

B. The ward is somewhat better than most.

C. The wt.rd is about the same as most.

D. The ward is not quite as good as most.

E. The ward is much worse than most.

t2. In your opinion. do you think residents in your Unit have enough privacy and

individual space?

A. Residents have enough privacy and individual space - with

B. Residents have enough privacy and individual space - with

Residents have enough prieacy and individual space - with

D. Residents do not have enough privacy and indtvidual space

been treated fairly.
E. Residents do not_have enough privacy and individual space

treated quite unfairly.
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no exceptions;
few exceptions;
several exceptions.
- they have not

- they have been
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13. WoUld your attitude toward your job be different if staff on your ward had more
programming and activity supplies to work with the residents?

A. Much more ponitive attitude;
B. A little better attitude.
C. Neutral attitude;
D. A little poorer attitude._
E. A much more poorer attitude.

14. Hau ctse1y do your actual work duties match the job description you read on
applying for your job?

Xi Exactly the same.
4. Basicallyi pretty much the same.
C. Some duties similar; others are different;
D. Mostly dissimilar;
E. Aren't alike at all;

15. How important to me in my job is feeling useful and being needed?

A. That's the mcst important _thing to me.
B. It's nice to be useful and needed.
C. It's o.k.
D. There are other things that are more important to me.
E. It is unimportant to me.

16; The opportunities for job advancement in your Unit Art?

A. Excellent.
B. Good.
C. Average.
D. Fair.
E. Poor.

17. 1 feel that I am wasting my time on my job.

A. All of the time.
B. Most of the time.
C. Some of the time.
D. Seldom.
E. Never.

18. I think. the inservice training is'

A. Appropriate and useful.
B. Usefuli but more is needed.
C. Useful some_of the time._
C. Only occassionally useful.
E. A waste of time.
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19. In regard to working with residents, I think.

A. That this is a type of work that will be very fUlfilling to me for most

of my working life.
The work is enjoyable. but not something I want to spend the rest of my

life doing;

C. I see this job in many wars like any other. I don't mind_it, it's o.k.

D. If I could get another job with the same or higher payi L would prefer to

twitch jo'us.

E. If I could get another' job even at a Lower pay; I would prefer to change

lobs;

The supervisors that I nave on my job are?

A. Bath helpful and knowledgeable about_ my job concerns;
B. Somewhat helpfUl and kiliKiledgeable about my jobcomerns;
C. They try to ;;* helpful, bilit don't always know enough about my specific

jot to help that much.
D. Tbey don't seem to be available enough;

E. The supervisors tend to be disinterested in my job and the work I do.

21, The professional staff in your Unit:

22.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Talk with ward staff regularly and ask for opinions on residents'

programs, problems and behaviors.
Talk with ward staff occassienally and ask for opinions on residents'

programs, problems and betaviors;
Talk with ward staff occassionaIly and now and then ask for opinions

on resident's_programs, problems and behaviors.

Do not calk with ward staff.
Appear not to treat the ward staff with respect.

Do yoti feel free to openly discuss concerns with the administrative staff of

your Unit?

B.

D.

t.

Yes; both personal and business concerns;
Yes; but only matters concerning business.
Some; but not all of the time.
No; it is best not to discuss either personal
the unit administrative staff.
the less said the bitter in my unit; you can avoid

or business concerns with

trouble that

23. With regard to the professional staff in your unit, they seem?

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

way.

Readily available for assistance with resident'S and staff's :::::::::

Usually available for assistance with resident's and staff's

Sot readily_ available for assistance;
DO not think that they are performing their job duties.

Do act know WhOt they do within the Unit;

24. DO you think that the Crofton State School administrative staff is receptive to

'our concerns or feel ins?

A. Aiways.
B. Usually.
C. Some of the time.
D. Seldom:
E. Never;


